In this paper, a fractal based feature extraction method is presented. This method calculates the fractals of color texture by utilizing the correlations among the color bands. Vector median operators are introduced to process the fractal features iteratively in order to obtain a representative color set. After segmentation a median filter is used to smooth the image. Experiments have been carried out with Khoros environment and the results confirm the effectiveness of the method.
I Introduction
Texture analysis is an important research area in computer vision. Many approaches have been developed and utilized in a variety of application domains, e.g. in automated inspection, medical image processing, document processing and remote sensing [I, 21. In texture analysis feature extraction is seen as the most critical step. Feature extraction methods from statistical approaches, such as co-occurrence matrix and run length matrix, to model based methods, such as fractals, are studied extensively in the past [I, 21. Real visual textures are in fact colored textures. Utilizing color information in texture analysis is necessary in obtaining more accurate description [3] . Usually, color are fuzzy in color space. This imprecision results in ambiguous representations for computer classification and discrimination purposes.
In this paper, a method is introduced to extract [4] . Let S and T denote any is defined as the fractal dimension. In general, the higher the slope, the higher the complexity of the texture. A region with a complex texture has a large in. whereas a region of perfectly uniform color has 731 = 0.
However, one drawback of the method is its unreliable calculation of V ( r ) since each V ( r ) is calculated by only a single window data for each r.
In order to get robust estimation of V ( r ) , a certain neighbor area is defined. For every pixel in this neighbor area, a \'*(r) is calculated. The final I'(r) is obtained by average all the V*. This is proven useful for the fractal dimension calculation.
At each pixel, a fractal vector is computed. The vector consists of three components mRG, ~G B and nzgR, which are fractal dimensions for intercolor volume between red and green I'RG, green and blue 1 GB; blue and red VBR, respectively.
Nonlinear smoothing filters
There are two general approaches to perform texture Segmentation: region-based and boundarybased approaches [a] . The boundary-base approaches are based upon the detection of differences in texture in adjacent regions. Thus boundaries are detected where there are differences in texture. One problem with the approaches is that the boundaries may have gaps and two regions with different texture are not identified as separate closed regions. To solve this problem, we introduce median type filters to filter iteratively the feature images before and after segmentation. The approach utilizes an important property, i.e. root property, of median filters [6] . The root property of median says that an input signal will converge to a root signal (which will not change upon further filtering) after certain number of filtering passes. There have been many studies on the property and this property has been used in BTC image coding [7] . It is believed that the root structurelike filtered images are much better than their unfiltered counterparts for the purpose of segmentation. Furthermore certain desirable root structures could be obtained by designing the median filters.
As indicated earlier, the fractal vector have three components, nzRG, nzGB and nzBR, meaning that each pixel is associated with a threecomponent vector, or there are three feature irnages for a color image. The first type of filters is the marginal median filter. Each of feature images is treated independently and filtered by a median filter iteratively. In order to use the correlations among Components, a second type of filter. the socalled vector median filter, is used. The vector median is defined as follows [8] .
For a set of samples {gl,.-.,gt,...,qN}, where -x6 is a d-dimensional vector, the output of a vector median filter is z, such that and
A', where ll.llr denotes the norm and r = 1 and r = 2 correspond to the L1 norm and L2 norm, respectively. i'ector median is expected to produce better performance. The marginal median filter is used here because of its simplicity.
It must be pointed out that the convergence for two-dimensional median filters is not proven and certain oscillations niay exist. To prevent the infinite iterations of the filtering process a threshold has been employed as the criterion for the convergence in our experiment. As shown in [9] , recursive median may obtain the root signals in just one filtering pass. Thus the recursive medim and recursive vector median filters can be used to accelerate the convergence.
Experiments
The intercolor volume based fractal feature extraction method was implemented in Kohros. Overlapping windows were used to obtain robust estimation of fractal dimension. The core part of the algorithm is the following In the experiment the original color texture was taken from a database in IClIT Media Lab.. In order to evaluation the feature extraction method. two other fractal feature extraction methods were used. The first method extracts fractal features using only one band. The second calculates fractal features for each band independently and then combine three fractal features into a color image. Obviously the correlations among the bands are ignored. Fig.2 shows the original color textures where four different textures are present. It was observed from the experiments that the intercolorbased fractals gives better segmentation performance than the other two fractals.
Our attention was then focusing on the nonliw ear operators i n the pre-processing and postprocessing stages. The results show that using vector median operators to smooth the fractal feature images brings improvement in segmentation. The best result was obtained by employing vector medians in the preprocessing stage and median filters in the postprocessing. Fig.3 give the fractal feature image and Fig.4 the one filtered by vector medians. Fig.5 through Fig.8 give the segmentation results with different pre-and post-processing. 
Conclusions
A fractal based feature extraction method was presented, using the concept of intercolor volume. Several nonlinear filters were proposed to obtain better representations of fractal feature images and to improve segmentation results. Experiments were carried out with Iihoros and better segmentation was achieved. in Fig. 3 The uector medians filtered feuture image Figure 6 : Segmentation result of the feature image in Fig.4 Segmentation result of the feature image Figure 7 : Segmentution result offer mediun jilteriny for Fiy.5
